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Aaron Copland's What To Listen For In Music provides a wealth of insightful and useful
information for the serious musician and educator, as well as the layman music lover. As a master
composer, Copland is an extremely credible source to speak on the topic of music listening. The benefit
of this book is that it is organized into specific musical topics so that even a non-musician can make
connections and understand the material that is presented. Additionally, educators, musicians, and
conductors are able to gain a deeper understanding of the process of listening and the challenges we
face when we listen to music. After reading the text, I felt inspired and invigorated to improve both my
own personal listening skills, and the listening skills of my students.

Copland begins his book by describing listening as an acquired skill. In his opinion, one cannot
improve their listening skills or learn to understand what to listen for unless this skill is practiced
(Copland 3, 4). I certainly agree with this statement and can see evidence of this in myself. Over the four
years that I have been teaching, I have seen my listening skills improve greatly. When I first began
teaching, I was so focused on making sure things were 100% accurate, that I missed the bigger picture.
Over time, I have found that I am able to listen for accuracy, but also to listen for the larger musical
concepts. After reading Copland's thoughts on listening, I am looking forward to continuing to improve
and refine my listening skills.

Although I found the entire book to be informative and engaging, I found Chapter 2 to be the
most interesting. In this chapter, Copland breaks down listening into three planes: the sensuous,
expressive, and musical planes. In the sensuous listening, we hear the music as a pleasurable sound
without thinking about it (Copland 10). I often refer to this as passive listening. An example would be
listening to music played in stores while we shop. We hear the music, but are not actively thinking about
it. Sometimes I have students who listen on this plane in an ensemble rehearsal and I must find ways to
re-focus their listening. The expressive plane involves what the music means to the listener or the
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emotion that is expressed through the music itself (Copland 12). I often ask my students to listen to and
experience the music on this plane so that they can understand the tone or mood of a piece or section
of a piece. At times I ask them to listen expressively to the texture, harmony, melody, or rhythmic
content to help them understand a piece better. The purely musical plan involves listening to all of the
elements that are incorporated in musical performance and composition (Copland 16). I feel that this is
the area in which I am best trained. At times, I find myself becoming too consumed with the accuracy of
the notes, rhythms, articulations, style, balance, and blend. Although these are important and I must
work to assist my students in the mastery of these areas, I constantly need to remind myself to
experience music on the other planes of listening. After reading this book, this will definitely be an area
that I work to improve.

Copland states that we all instinctively listen on all three planes simultaneously, and that all
three are equally important (Copland 18). Depending on your role in the music (i.e. performer,
conductor, audience member, etc.) the level in which you listen on each plane may change. However,
we must keep in mind that both musicians and non-musicians play a vital role in the contributing to the
whole musical experience. As a teacher and conductor, I need to keep this in mind. As I am educating
the members of my ensemble, I must also strive to educate the audience member about the elements
of music listening.

In chapters four through seven, Copland discusses the four elements of music: rhythm, melody,
harmony, and tone color (Copland 26). He points out that to the non-musician, or lay listener, these four
elements have limited value, because the lay listener cannot listen to them separately. Instead, they
enjoy the combination of these four elements together to create the sound that they hear and listen to.
As a teacher, I still need to improve in my ability to incorporate listening activities that require my
students to distinguish these four elements independently. I believe that I do a better job of this with
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When deciding on a project piece for this course, I found myself referencing back to Copland's
descriptions of the three planes of listening. Although I certainly can find opportunities for the first and
last planes of listening in all of my pieces, I was specifically looking for an opportunity to utilize all three.
As I examined the pieces, Frank Ticheli's Shenandoah struck me as a piece that I can incorporate the
expressive listening plane. Last year, I attended the Lower District 7 Band Concert and had the privilege
to hear the group perform this work. Before the ensemble played, the guest conductor, Dr. Adam
Brennan, told the audience the background story behind Ticheli's arrangement. The piece was
commissioned by Hill Country Middle School Band in memory of one of their students. Dr. Brennan told
the story of this young boy who was tragically killed after being hit by a car outside of the school. As I
listened to the group perform the piece, my mind was focused on the story and how the music was
describing the sorrow of losing a friend, but also the joy of having the privilege to know such a person.

By selecting this piece for my project, I hope to be able to convey all three planes of listening to
my students. I believe that if I can highlight the rhythmic, harmonic, melodic, and formal analysis in the
piece, I can help guide my students' ears to truly listen for what Ticheli is trying to tell us. Although they
may have a very basic understanding of the sentiments of the piece, I believe that they are capable of
deeper insight once I break it down for them. My hope is that I will be able to reach this level of analysis
through the assignments of this course.

In addition to providing a basis for my students' understanding, I need to keep in mind my role
in educating my audience as well. It is easy for a conductor to simply tell a story and leave the audience
to make their own decisions on how the music is depicting the story. Instead, I hope to be able to
describe the music while informing the audience of the story of Shenandoah so that they may make
better connections between the subject matter and the music.
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With this study of Shenandoah I hope to be able to better teach my students, audience, and
myself how to listen. My analysis will allow me to draw connections between the purpose of the music
and the musical composition. I am excited to study this work as it is one of my favorite pieces written for
wind band. After completing this project, I anticipate it will become a favorite of my students as well
once they understand and can listen to it properly.
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Measures 1-11
The piece begins in Eb Major with horns and solo euphonium playing
the melody. The clarinets, lower saxophones and low woodwinds play
accompaniment patterns to provide harmonic support. The contour of
the melody is primarily conjunct with movement mainly being through
stepwise motion. The entire melody spans the interval of an eleventh
from low sol to high do. In measure 2, an exposed interval of the fourth
is heard in the trombone. This interval appears throughout the piece,
sometimes inverted as an exposed fifth. In measure 7-8, the alto
saxophone and clarinet join in an imitation of the melodic motive. The
harmonic accompaniment primarily outlines tonic and subdominant
functions in Eb Major.
Measures 12"'.ii
At measure 12, the tempo picks up slightly. First alto saxophone and
first trumpet take over the melody here. The horn and second trumpet
begin with the melody at measure 12 but quickly break off into an
accompaniment motive. The flutes and oboes play a call and response
with the melody that occurs two beats after the melodic motive. The
harmonic accompaniment continues to outline tonic and subdominant
functions with occasional dominant functions. Non-chord tones are used
in the accompaniment patterns to provide color to the chord
progressions. The contour of the melody is primarily conjunct with
movement mainly being through stepwise motion. The entire melody
spans the interval of an eleventh from low sol to high do.
Measures 23-30
The tempo again increases in this section where a new melodic line is
played an octave apart by solo flute and solo alto saxophone. The new
melody, Melody B, is derived from the original melody of the piece, with
an inversion of the opening interval. The new melodic line continues
with primarily step-wise motion and functions as an "answer" to the
original melody. This new melody spans the range of an octave from do
to high do. Harmonic support is provided from first and second clarinet.
and includes passing tones to color the harmony. Additional support
comes from solo trumpet that plays short bugle call figures of the
exposed interval of the fourth or fifth to fill in the moments where the
melody sustains.

Measures 31-34
This section functions as a harmonic transition from Eb major through
Gb Major and finally resolving in to Bb major. A solo second trumpet
plays a re-statement of the original melody and upper clarinet
harmonies complete the modulation into Gb Major. Fanfare statements
comprised of intervals of fourths and fifths in the flutes and saxophones
along with low brass and low woodwind chords complete the transition
into Bb Major.
Measures 3.5-40
This section is marked "Pulsating" with a slight reduction in tempo. The
entire segment is centered in Bb Major, the dominant of the original Eb
Major key. The harmonic support alternates from a Bb Major chord to a
c minor 7 chord through "pulsating chords" which are intended to
emulate the sounds of an organ. First flute plays a segment of the
original melody which has been rhythmically elongated to compliment
the harmonic interest. First horn plays Melody B in this section and
softly leaves the melody unresolved while the texture of the chords
dissipates.
Measures 41-51
This section is also centered in Bb Major and features a flute trio. The
first flute part divides into a three part canon. Each voice of the canon is
set one beat apart playing the original Melody A. Underneath the flute
trio, clarinet 1 is playing Melody A. Each rhythmic value in the clarinet 1
part is held twice as long as the rhythmic values in the original
statement. Second and third clarinet provides harmonic support
through long tones. In the second half of the phrase, the pulsating
chords return in the low brass and low woodwinds. A variation of
Melody B is heard from first trumpet and first trombone at the end of
the section that again begins with the exposed interval of the fifth.
M~asures 52-55
This section functions as another harmonic transition. This time moving
in the opposite direction as measures 31-34. In this section, segments of
Melody A are played by all trumpet and trombone parts, as well as flute
and oboe. A modulation occurs at measure 52 into Gb Major, but the
modulation continues into the next section.

Measures 56-59

This section returns to Eb Major following the modulations over the last
4 measures. The section is marked "Exalted" and begins the emotional
climax of the piece. Flute, oboe, trumpets, and first trombone take the
foreground and play Melody A. Clarinets, second alto saxophone, and
horns play a quote from the chorus of "Battle Hymn of the Republic"
which highlights the works ties to the Civil War era. Harmonic support
continues with the pulsating chords from low brass and low
woodwinds.
MeasurJ!S 60-68

Dynamically and texturally, this is the highest point of the piece. The
soprano voiced instruments are still'playing Melody A in the foreground
with alto /tenor voiced instruments playing a countermelody. Bass
voiced instruments are outlining the harmonic structure. As the
dynamic level of the melody decreases at the end of this section, the
texture of the accompaniment lessens. Although the melody resolves,
the harmony underneath remains unresolved to suggest a final musical
idea.
~easures 69-78

The pulsat!ng chords return in this section, but this time in
augmentation. The brass section performs these chords in a chorale
style that builds to a musical sigh that is echoed by the woodwinds. As
Ticheli writes, the piece closes out in a "quiet moment of self reflection".
The brass chorale begins to resolve as the exposed leap of the fifth is
again heard from trumpet, clarinet, trombone, and euphonium. The final
chord decrescendos into nothing as the piece concludes.

Excerpts from Shenandoah
Frank Ticheli
Melody A (rn. 1-10) Euphonium and Hom
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Rhythmic Analysis:

Shenandoah is written in 4/4 throughout the entire piece. The piece begins with a free
and expressive introduction as notated in the score. The tempo of the introduction is marked
with the quarter note equal to 50 beats per minute. The primary melody, Melody A, is stated at
the beginning of the piece by the horns and a solo euphonium. Melody A mainly consists of
dotted half, half, quarter, and eighth notes. There are two occurrences of a sixteenth and
dotted eighth pattern in the melody. The accompaniment is also primarily dotted half, half,
quarter, and eighth notes from the woodwinds. low brass instruments play sustained whole
notes before continuing with dotted half, half, quarter, and eighth notes. The first statement of
the melody concludes at measure 11.
The tempo increases slightly at measure 12 to quarter note equals 58 beats per minute.
Rhythmically this section is very similar to the opening, with one change. Flutes, oboes, and
vibraphone play a new countermelody that functions as a response to the melody. The
countermelody rhythmically mirrors the melody and functions as a canon that appears two
beats after the melody. This provides additional texture and interest to the second statement
of the melody. In addition to the countermelody, basic accompaniment patterns are provided
from low brass and low woodwinds. These patterns consist of whole, half, dotted quarter,
quarter and eighth notes.
A new melody, Melody B, is first heard at measure 23 from solo flute and solo alto
saxophone. Melody B also consists of dotted half, half, quarter, and eighth notes. A solo
trumpet is featured playing bugle call-like figures during the places where the melody has long
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rhythmic values. The bugle calls consist of half, quarter, and eighth notes. Accompaniment
comes from clarinets that play quarter notes in thirds. No other instruments play in this section.
At measure 31, the piece returns to its original tempo of quarter note equals 50 beats
per minute. Although this four measure section functions as a harmonic transition, there are
rhythmic items of interest. A short rhythmic figure is used to emulate the bugle calls from the
last section. This rhythmic figure of an eighth rest, followed by an eighth note and a leap to
either a quarter or half note appears in trumpet, horn, flute, and oboe at different times to
propel the motion of the piece forward. Although this rhythmic figure helps to push the motion
forward, the score indicates two

ritardandos in this section. The push of the rhythmic figure

· coupled with the tempo fluctuations causes some tension that is building into the next section.
At measure 35 the score indicates the quarter note should be back to 58 beats per
minute. This section is marked "pulsating". In his program notes, Ticheli describes this section
as " ... a series of "pulsating" quarter note chords whose wide-registered scoring gives the effect
of a solemn church organ." The pulsating chords are grouped in slurred pairs. Emphasis is
placed on the first note of each pair to create momentum and life to the piece. The intensity of
the pulsating chords resolves as the number of instruments is reduced at the end of the
section. Above the pulsating chords, flute 1 plays a descant consisting of whole, dotted half,
and quarter notes. Entering on the anacrusis to measure 37, horn plays a small segment of
Melody B before fading into the texture of the pulsating quarter notes. Another ritardando is
observed in the last measure of this section.
The next section of music is the most rhythmically complex section of the entire piece.
At measure 41, a three-part flute canon is heard from three soloists in the flute 1 section. Each
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voice of the canon is set one beat apart from the previous. The three voices are all playing the
Melody A and are all identical both rhythmically and melodically, with each voice set one beat
apart. As the score indicates, this section is intended to be "Ethereal, floating". The tempo also
returns to its original level of quarter note equals 50 beats per minute. In addition to the flute
canon, clarinet 1 is also playing Melody A; however the rhythm has been augmented, or
elongated, to twice the length of the original rhythmic values. Harmonic accompaniment is
provided by clarinet 2 and 3 as well as bass clarinet. These patterns consist of whole, dotted
half, half, and quarter notes.
Measure 47 serves as the continuation of the previous section for the flute canon, but
also the return of the pulsating chords. The flute canon continues, but is joined by oboe 1 &2,
and clarinet 1. The same rhythmic drive as heard in previous sections of the pulsating chords
returns again in this section. Beginning in measure 48, trumpet 1 and trombone 1 play a
variation of Melody B in augmentation that leads the harmonic transition of the next section.
This small section functions primarily as a harmonic transition, the pulsating chords
continue to drive the piece forward. Small segments of Melody A can be heard from trumpet 1,
2, & 3 as well as trombone 1, 2, & 3. These segments provide additional rhythmic interest as the
piece builds. A large crescendo from suspended cymbal drives the piece into the subsequent
section.
The score indicates this section to be played "Exalted". There is no tempo change here
although the density of the rhythm makes the listener feel as if the piece is moving faster. The
pulsating chords are still present from low ~rass and low woodwinds in measures 56 & 57, but
recede to a pattern of half and quarter notes at measure 58 to 59. The primary theme of this
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section is the statement of Melody A from flute, oboe, trumpet 1 & 3, and trombone 1. Melody
A is slightly more prominent here with the presence of accents. The secondary
theme/countermelody is played by horn, alto saxophone 2, and clarinet. A small segment of
"Battle Hymn of the Republic" is used to convey the piece's ties to the Civil War. In measures
56-61, the composite rhythm is nearly always constant eighth notes. This is the first section of
the piece that has had such rhythmic density from the full ensemble. In meas·ure 61, the

sforzando half note on beat 2 creates a suspension of time across beats 2 and 3, as there are no
voices moving underneath that chord. This creates intrigue and tension that is resolved in the
coming measures.
Following the climax of the piece in the previous section, measure 62 begins the journey
to the final resolution. There are only two voices present in this section. The primary voice is
the continuation of Melody A from the previous measures. This is played by flute, oboe,
clarinet, and trumpet 1 & 2. The countermelody/accompaniment pattern is played by the rest
of the ensemble and features a one measure rhythmic motive that is played twice, with the
second time transposed up a fourth. The pattern consists of an eighth rest, three eighth notes,
followed by two quarter notes. Combined with_the Melody A, it one again creates a constant
eighth note pulse that gives the music motion. After the two statements of the pattern, a
return to the pulsating quarter notes returns before resolving into the chord with Melody A.
Following the unresolved chord, clarinet 1 and alto saxophone 1 play a final segment of Melody
A. Underneath the clarinet and alto saxophone duet, clarinet 2 & 3, alto saxophone 2, and tenor
saxophone play the pulsating quarter notes from earlier in the piece. Bass clarinet, contrabass
clarinet, bassoon, and baritone saxophone play the pulsating figure, but it has been augmented
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or elongated into pulsating half notes. This change from quarter notes to half notes gives the
impression that the tempo is slowing.
In the final section of the piece, a brass chorale is written using the notes used in the
pulsating quarter note section, which have also been transposed to half notes. The chorale
resolves on a pair of slurred half notes that are echoed by the woodwinds. A final statement of
quarter notes and half notes from middle and low brass completes the last statement. In the
final measures, short segments of the bugle calls are heard from trumpet 1, alto saxophone 1,
clarinet 1, horn 1, trombone 1, bass clarinet, and euphonium. The piece ends on a sustained
whole note that resolves into niente or nothing.

Stylistic Analysis:
The piece begins with a solemn statement of the Melody A. It is written in the lower
register for horn and euphonium to elicit a dark symphonic sound from these instruments. The
score indicates the section should be played "Freely and very expressive". There are slur
markings in the melodic and accompaniment parts to highlight the smooth, connected, and
expressive playing style from all players. The Melody A is marked at a mezzo-piano while the
accompaniment is marked at piano. In order to arrive at the high point of the piece later on,
specific care has to be taken here to maintain these dynamic levels.

As more instruments join into the melody and accompaniment, the dynamic level stays
the same which requires performers to be conscious of their individual dynamic and how it
relates to the full ensemble. The high point of the beginning of the piece occurs at measure 8
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where the first chord in the measure is marked mezzo-forte but fades into a mezzo-piano. The
rest of the phrase diminishes into a piano.
At measure 12, Melody A is being played by horn 1, trumpet 1 & 2, and alto saxophone
1. The dynamic marking is mezzo-piano, which is the same marking for the countermelody that
echoes the melody as a two beat canon played by flute, oboe, and vibraphone. Measure 16 is
the first use of the dynamic markingforte which is given to the instruments playing the melody.
It is used again at measure 19 on the first chord of the measure.
Measure 23 presents some unique challenges stylistically. The flute and alto saxophone
1 parts are both marked

piano. The players must strive to fit their sound inside of each other's.

Meanwhile, clarinets are marked

piano as well and must listen to be sure they are n.ot covering

up the duet as they move into their upper register. The trumpet bugle calls are muted but
marked

mezzo-forte. They must st!ck out of the texture in this section.

In the harmonic modulation of the next section, the natural tendency is to increase the
volume as the tension of the modulation occurs. However, the opposite is written here. The
short bugle call entrances begin at a mezzo-piano and grow to a mezzo-forte but diminish back
to

piano as the next section begins.
Pulsating quarter notes are the focus of this section of music. Quarter notes are slurred

together in pairs to create a full sound that has momentum and life. Although the scoring is
dense, the dynamic marking for each player of these quarter notes is still at piano. The short
segment of Melody B that is played by the horns is marked mezzo-forte and should be the
brought to the fore. The density of the quarter notes diminishes and so the overall dynamic
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level of the ensemble fades into nothing before the entrance of the flute canon in the next
section.
Because of the ethereal nature of this section, each voice of the flute canon is marked at

piano and care should be taken to make sure that all three flutes listen and mimic each other in
every way. Care should be taken to match articulations, vibrato, and dynamic swells.
Additionally, clarinet 1 must be consistent with the playing of the melody in augmentation at a

piano dynamic level. In measure 48, the entrance of trumpet 1 and trombone 1 is marked
mezzo-piano but should project out as a contrast to the timbres heard earlier in the section.
The entrance of these instruments continues through the harmonic modulation of the next
section as the dynamic level and intensity grows. The pulsating quarter notes are continuing to
build as the arrival of the climax nears.
Measure 56 is marked as "Exalted" and is indicative of the style of writing here.
Although accents are present, it is not intended to be played aggressively. The accents function
as an indicator of where to place the stress of the phrase. All instruments are marked at forte
for this section. This is the first time that all instruments have been playing at this dynamic
level. At measure 59, a crescendo propels the ensemble into the loudest dynamic level of the

piece,fortissimo. The dynamic quickly resolves into a mezzo-piano at measure 62, but returns
back to forte at 61. A final

decrescendo back to mezzo-forte completes the section. As small

segments of the original melody are heard, the dynamic levels again drop down to prepare for
the brass chorale.
The brass chorale at measure 69 begins at a mezzo-piano dynamic and builds up to forte
at measure 71 before quickly diminishing to

piano. The woodwinds echo this in the next
8

measure, traveling from mezzo-forte to piano. Beginning at measure 73, the entire ensemble
begins an implied decrescendo as the bugle calls complete the phrase and the ensemble
dissolves into silence.
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Excerpts from Shenandoah
Frank Ticheli
Melody A (m. 1-10) Euphonium and Horn
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TEMPO

Freely, and very expressive
Quarter note=S0

Quarter note=58

Quarter note=63
Ritard. at m. 30

FORM

Exposition
(First Statement of Melody A}
m.1-11

Exposition
(Second statement of Melody A}
m. 12-22

Exposition
(First Statement of Melody B)
m. 23-30

METER

4/4

4/4

4/4

MELODY

Melody A
Horns and Euphoniums

Melody A
Alto Saxophone and Trumpet
Flute, Oboe, Vibes countermelody

Melody B
Solo Alto Saxophone and solo flute
Clarinet accompaniment
Solo trumpet countermelody

HARMONY

Eb Major Tonality
l,IV
Suspensions

Eb Major Tonality
I, IV
Imitations, suspensions

Eb Major Tonality
I, ii7, IV
Parallel third accompaniment

STYLE

Solemn, reflective, low register

Brighter register, imitations of melody by
instruments, full texture

Thin scoring (top heavy)

DYNAMICS

mp-mf

mp-f

p-pp

TEMPO

Quarter note=SO
Ritard. at m. 32
A tempo at m. 33
Ritard. at m. 34

FORM

Transition to development section
m. 31-34

METER

4/4

MELODY

Upward leaps of fourths and fifths

HARMONY

Harmonic Transition
Eb Major-Gb Major-Bb Major
l,V

STYLE

Feeling of climbing as harmonic transition completes

DYNAMICS

mp-mf

TEMPO

Pulsating
Quarter note is approximately 58

Ethereal, floating
Quarter note is approximately 50
Quarter note approximately 58 at m. 47

FORM

Development
(Variation of Melody B)
m. 35-40

Development
(Melody A in 3-part canon)
m. 41-51

METER

4/4

4/4
Melody A
Flute Trio canon
Clarinet 1 Melody A in rhythmic augmentation
Pulsating chords return m. 47-51
Trumpet and trombone play a variant of Melody B

MELODY

Melody B Variant
Horns
Pulsating chord accompaniment

HARMONY

Bb Major Tonality
I, ii7
Suspensions

Bb Major Tonality
l,IV
Canon, suspensions, passing tones

STYLE

Rich, full chordal sound, organ-like

Ethereal, floating, delicate

DYNAMICS

p-mf-mp

p-mp

TEMPO

Quarter note=58

FORM

Transition to recapitulation
m. 52-55

METER

4/4

MELODY

Variants of Melody A & B

HARMONY

Harmonic Transition
Bb Major-Gb Major-Eb Major
I, IV,V

STYLE

Feeling of climbing as harmonic transition completes, energy is
increasing as build towards climax,

DYNAMICS

mf-ff

TEMPO

Exalted
Quarter note=58

Quarter note=58
Ritard. at m. 74
A tempo at m. 75
Ritard. at m. 76

FORM

Recapitulation
(Final Statement of Melody A)
m. 56-68

Final statement
m. 69-end

METER

4/4

4/4

MELODY

Melody A
Flute, Oboe, Trumpet, Trombone
MelodyC
Horns, Clarinets, Alto Saxophones
Pulsating chords return

Pulsating chords in half-time

HARMONY

Eb Major Tonality
I, ii7, IV, V
Suspensions

Eb Major Tonality
I, IV
Imitations, suspensions

STYLE

Exalted, full texture, full of energy
and motion, climax of piece

Dark, chorale-like, meditative, diminishing into
nothing

DYNAMICS

f-ff-mp

Mp-nothing

)
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Tempo

Freely and very expressive
Quarter note=approx. 50

Form
Exposition
Meter

1-11

12-22

23-31

4/4

4/4

4/4

Melody

Melody A
Horns and Euphoniums

Melody A {Second statement}
Alto Sax and Trumpet

Melody B
Solo Flute & Solo Alto Sax

Orchestration

Melody
Horns and Euphoniums
Accompaniment
Woodwinds, Tuba

Tessitura

Horn & Euphonium-Low Range
Woodwinds & Tuba-Middle Range

Timbre

Dark and rich

Melody
Alto Sax and Trumpet
Countermelody
Flute, Oboe, and Vibes
Accompaniment
Low brass, low woodwinds
Alto Sax & Trumpet-Middle/Upper Range
Flute & Oboe-Middle Range
Low Brass & Low Woodwinds-Middle Range
Brighter and Fuller

Melody
Solo Flute & Solo Alto Sax
Countermelody
Solo Trumpet
Accompaniment
Clarinets
Alto Sax & Flute-Middle/Upper Range
Trumpet-Middle Range
Clarinets-Middle/Upper Range
Ethereal, thin, and dream-like

Texture

Thin scoring
Melodic movement with basic
accompaniment

Fuller scoring
Melodic movement with imitative
countermelody and basic accompaniment

Very thin scoring
Melodic movement with basic
accompaniment

Quarter note=approx. 63

)

Tempo

Quarter note=S0
Ritard. at m. 32
A tempo at m. 33
Ritard. at m. 34

Form

31-34

Transition to Development

Meter

4/4

Melody

Upward leaps of fourths and fifths

Orchestration

Melody
Trumpet, Horn, Oboe, Flute, Alto Sax
Accompaniment
Low woodwinds, clarinets, low brass

Tessitura

Trumpet, Horn, Oboe, Flute, & Alto Sax-Middle Range
Low woodwinds & low brass-Middle Range
Clarinets-Middle/Upper Range
Brighter and warmer

Timbre
Texture

Full scoring
Chordal harmonies with leaps of fourths and fifths

)

Tempo

Pulsating
Quarter note=approx. 58

Form

35-40

Ethereal, floating
Quarter note=approx. 50
Quarter note=approx. 58 @ m. 47
41-51

Meter

4/4

4/4

Melody

Melody B (Variant)
Horn and Alto Sax

Melody A (Canon)
Flute Trio, Clarinet

Orchestration

Melody
Horn and Alto Sax
Accompaniment
Woodwinds, Euphonium, Tuba

Melody
Flute trio, Clarinet
Accompaniment
Low brass, low woodwinds

Tessitura

Horn & Alto Sax-Middle/Upper Range
Woodwinds-Middle/Upper Range
Euphonium & Tuba-Low/Middle Range

Flute Trio-Low/Middle Range
Clarinet-Low/Middle Range
Low Brass & Low Woodwinds-Low/Middle Range

Timbre

Bright, rich, and moving

Ethereal, floating, dream-like

Texture

Full scoring
Pulsating quarter notes to accompany variation of
Melody B

Thin scoring
Flute trio with segments of pulsating quarter notes and
melody B variant

Development

)

Tempo

Quarter note=approx. 58

Form

52-55

Transition to Recapitulation

Meter

4/4

Melody

Variants of Melody A & B

Orchestration

Melody
Trumpet, Trombone
Accompaniment
Full ensemble

Tessitura

Full ensemble-Middle/Upper Range

Timbre

Climbing, energy increasing

Texture

Full scoring
Pulsating quarter notes with variants of Melody A and Melody B while harmonic transition completes to
original key.

)

Tempo

Exalted
Quarter note=approx. 58

Form
Recapitulation
Meter

56-68

Quarter note=58
Ritard. at m. 74
A tempo at m. 75
Ritard. at m. 76
69-end

4/4

4/4

Melody

Melody A
Flute, Oboe, Trumpet, Trombone
Melody C
Clarinet, Horn
Melody
Flute, Oboe, Trumpet, Trombone
Melody C
Clarinet, Alto Sax, Horn
Accompaniment
Low Woodwinds, Low Brass
Flute, Oboe, Trumpet, Trombone-Middle/Upper Range
Clarinet, Alto Sax, Horn -Middle Range

Pulsating chords in half-time

Timbre

Bold, Full, Triumphant, Exalted

Dark, chorale-like

Texture

Full, dense scoring
Rhythmically dense composition

Chamber music-like

Orchestration

Tessitura

Melody
Brass

Brass-Middle Range
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)

TEMPO

Freely, and very expressive
Quarter note=S0

Quarter note=58

Quarter note=63
Ritard. at m. 30

FORM

Exposition
(First Statement of Melody A)
m.1-11

Exposition
(Second statement of Melody A)
m. 12-22

Exposition
(First Statement of Melody B)
m. 23-30

METER

4/4

4/4

4/4

MELODY

Melody A
Horns and Euphoniums

Melody A
Alto Saxophone and Trumpet
Flute, Oboe, Vibes countermelody

Melody B
Solo Alto Saxophone and solo flute
Clarinet accompaniment
Solo trumpet countermelody

HARMONY

Eb Major Tonality
I, IV
Suspensions

Eb Major Tonality
I, IV
Imitations, suspensions

Eb Major Tonality
I, ii7, IV
Parallel third accompaniment

STYLE

Solemn, reflective, low register

Brighter register, imitations of melody by
instruments, full texture

Thin scoring (top heavy)

DYNAMICS

mp-mf

mp-f

p-pp

TEMPO

Quarter note=SO
Ritard. at m. 32
A tempo at m. 33
Ritard. at m. 34

FORM

Transition to development section
m. 31-34

METER

4/4

MELODY

Upward leaps of fourths and fifths

HARMONY

Harmonic Transition
Eb Major-Gb Major-Bb Major
l,V

STYLE

Feeling of climbing as harmonic transition completes

DYNAMICS

mp-mf

TEMPO

Pulsating
Quarter note is approximately 58

Ethereal, floating
Quarter note is approximately 50
Quarter note approximately 58 at m. 47

FORM

Development
(Variation of Melody B)
m. 35-40

Development
(Melody A in 3-part canon)
m. 41-51

METER

4/4

4/4
Melody A
Flute Trio canon
Clarinet 1 Melody A in rhythmic augmentation
Pulsating chords return m. 47-51
Trumpet and trombone play a variant of Melody B

MELODY

Melody B Variant
Horns
Pulsating chord accompaniment

HARMONY

Bb Major Tonality
I, ii7
Suspensions

Bb Major Tonality
I, IV
Canon, suspensions, passing tones

STYLE

Rich, full chordal sound, organ-like

Ethereal, floating, delicate

DYNAMICS

p-mf-mp

p-mp

TEMPO

Quarter note=58

FORM

Transition to recapitulation
m. 52-55

METER

4/4

MELODY

Variants of Melody A & B

HARMONY

Harmonic Transition
Bb Major-Gb Major-Eb Major
l,IV,V

STYLE

Feeling of climbing as harmonic transition completes, energy is
increasing as build towards climax,

DYNAMICS

mf-ff

)

TEMPO

Exalted
Quarter note=58

Quarter note=58
Ritard. at m. 74
A tempo at m. 75
Ritard. at m. 76

FORM

Recapitulation
(Final Statement of Melody A)
m. 56-68

Final statement
m. 69-end

METER

4/4

4/4

MELODY

Melody A
Flute, Oboe, Trumpet, Trombone
Melody C
Horns, Clarinets, Alto Saxophones
Pulsating chords return

Pulsating chords in half-time

HARMONY

Eb Major Tonality
I, ii7, IV, V
Suspensions

Eb Major Tonality
I, IV
Imitations, suspensions

STYLE

Exalted, full texture, full of energy
and motion, climax of piece

Dark, chorale-like, meditative, diminishing into
nothing

DYNAMICS

f-ff-mp

Mp-nothing
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Through the analysis process of Frank Ticheli's Shenandoah, my concept of score study
and rehearsal preparation has changed drastically. Although I found the analysis process
challenging at times, I realized that it has prepared me to confidently and effectively teach this
piece to my band students. While the analysis process reassured me of some of my current
score preparation methods, it also helped me gather ideas as to how my preparations and
classroom instruction can improve. In the end, I feel that my students not only learned how to
appropriately perform the piece, but they were also introduced to musical concepts that will
help to further their development as young musicians. I hope to use the experiences gained
through analyzing Shenandoah and apply the same techniques to all of the music I conduct with
my band.
The melodic analysis process was the first eye opener for me in terms of incorporating
musical elements into my teaching. After completing the analysis and reading Dr. Heim's
feedback, I was able to gain a clear understanding of the melodic content in Shenandoah. The
piece has three major melodic themes. The first theme, or 'Melody A', is the traditional melody
of the folk song. It is stated twice at the beginning of the piece. The first time is in a low
tessitura for euphonium and horn. The second statement is much brighter as it is played by
trumpet and alto saxophone in a comfortable, middle range. The second theme, or 'Melody B',
is based on the Melody A, but begins with an inversion of the opening interval. It first appears
at measure 23 by solo alto saxophone and solo flute. Variations of this theme return at
measures 37 and 48. During my teaching, I was able to highlight how these variations were
similar to the theme at measure 23. This allowed my students to play each variation and
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demonstrate the similarities and differences in their performance. Additionally, they gained a
broader appreciation and understanding of the construction and composition of Shenandoah.
On the surface, Shenandoah can appear to be harmonically simple. However, I found
out through the harmonic analysis, that this was not the case. Although Ticheli uses diatonic
chords, his use of added tones beyond the tertian harmonies pushed me to listen and explore
more. I was able to point out these chords to my students during my rehearsals. I explained the
role of each chord tone and how to tune those chords. Also, I was able to demonstrate
suspensions by pointing out examples such as the clarinets' part in measure 6. During
rehearsals, I would have the instruments who had the chord tones play, then add the clarinets
in so that the students could hear that the clarinets' notes clashed. This allowed them to 'tune
their ears'. In a piece like Shenandoah, sensitivity to the harmonic nuances is vital to a
successful performance. I believe that the harmonic analysis process assisted me in opening my
students' eyes and ears to these areas.
The rhythmic analysis allowed me to introduce terms such as canon, augmentation, and
imitation. At measure 41, the flute trio is playing Melody A in a one-beat canon. I asked each
flute player to play their part alone so the students could hear that the three parts were
identical, but each voice began at a different time. This allowed my three flute players to listen
carefully and mimic each others' playing. Also at measure 41, the clarinet 1 plays Melody A, but
the rhythmic values are twice the length of the flute canon. I had the clarinets play their part
alone so that the students could recognize the melody. Once the students identified the
melody, I had everyone play so they could recognize the augmentation of the rhythmic values.
Finally, I was able to show my students an example of imitation at measure 12. The primary
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melody, Melody A, is played by trumpet and alto saxophone. The flute, oboe, and vibraphone
imitate the melody after two beats. This is another example of the analytical process allowing
my students to gain a better understanding of Shenandoah and music as a whole.
The formal analysis proved to be the most interesting for me personally. I was able to
determine that the piece follows a modified sonata form. Although the piece follows the typical
structural elements, it does not completely follow the harmonic patterns of a typical sonata
form. Shenandoah contains an exposition (m. 1-30), a transition and modulation to the
development (m. 31-34), the development (m. 35-51), a transition and modulation to the
recapitulation (m. 52-55), and a recapitulation (m. 56-end). Having these sections outlined, I
was able to communicate to my students the structure and different elements of the sonata
form.
Completing this comprehensive analysis process has proven to be an extremely valuable
experience. Though challenging at times, I know that this process has helped me fully
understand the musical components found in Frank Ticheli's Shenandoah. The analysis process
allowed me to instruct my students in the performance of this piece, as well as the musical
concepts inherent in the composition. Prior to this course, I felt that I struggled to identify
musical elements to point out to my students. I now feel more comfortable isolating and
identifying these items to further their understanding of music. I am confident that this process
has helped me become a better prepared musician and teacher.
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